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 Indian Pharma – Protonix in Play 
Positive for Sun Pharma; Negative for Cadila 

  
 Protonix in Play — A US court has denied a bid by Wyeth & Nycomed to stop 

generic companies (Teva & Sun) from launching Protonix (US$2.5bn drug). We 
believe this significantly enhances the risk for Cadila, which has a very lucrative 
JV with Nycomed (formerly Altana) for the supply of two intermediates for 
Protonix. Sun, on the other hand, could potentially have shared exclusivity and 
get a one time boost to its earnings during the exclusivity period. 

 Background — Teva and Sun had made Para IV filings on Protonix, following 
which they had been sued by the innovator, leading to 30-month stays for both 
companies. Subsequently, Teva’s 30-month stay has expired and it has received 
final approval. Sun’s 30-month stay expires on 7 Sept 07 and approval should 
follow. With Wyeth’s preliminary injunction being denied, it opens up the 
window of an 'at risk' launch by the generic companies. 

 Where does Sun come in? — While the company has yet to comment, we believe 
Sun could be joint first to file with Teva and thus enjoy shared exclusivity. If 
Teva launches 'at risk', we believe Sun could follow suit. This could lead to a 
one-time upside of Rs14-20/share to earnings.  

 Negative for Cadila — Cadila has a lucrative JV with Nycomed to supply two 
intermediates for Protonix. This JV accounted for c.28% of earnings in FY07 and 
we expected this to remain material over the next two years (24% of FY08E & 
20% of FY09E earnings) as well. This earnings stream is at risk. We have an 
NPV value of Rs16/share for this JV, factored into our target price, which could 
disappear on genericisation. 

 Likely scenarios — Teva has announced that it will study the judgment before 
deciding its next course of action. If Teva launches 'at risk', we expect Sun to 
follow suit. However, if Teva does not launch 'at risk', we believe genericisation 
to be delayed by over a year at least. We think it is unlikely that Sun will launch 
'at risk' on its own. 

 Maintain Ratings — We reiterate our Sell (3L) rating on Cadila and Hold (2L) 
rating on Sun Pharma. 
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Cadila Healthcare (CADI.BO - Rs320.00; 3L) 
Valuation 
Our target price for Cadila is Rs335. A large share of Cadila's earnings (we 
estimate 24% in FY08) would come from Altana JV, which is unlikely to 
continue beyond FY10. Thus, we do not give a multiple to the JV's earnings. We 
value Cadila on a sum-of-parts basis by using DCF for Zydus Altana, and P/E 
relative to growth for the rest of the business. We value Cadila's non-Altana 
business on a P/E basis in view of the healthy growth expected in earnings. We 
use 18x 12-month forward earnings to value the business. With the growth rate 
moderating to 24% CAGR (in line with most mid-sized Pharma companies), we 
prefer to value Cadila in line with other mid-sized Pharma stocks - i.e. at a 10% 
discount to sector leaders. At 18x June'08E earnings, we value Cadila's non-
Zydus Altana business at Rs319/share (v/s Rs258/share earlier). We value the 
Zydus Altana JV on DCF given that we expect this business to witness sharp 
erosion when Protonix goes off patent. We use a three-stage DCF model to value 
this business with explicit forecasts to FY10, beyond which we assume 95% 
decline in cash flows (on patent expiry) for one year and 5% terminal growth. 
Based on the above assumptions and a 12.5% discount rate, we value Cadila's 
stake in the JV at Rs16/share (v/s Rs14/share earlier). We thus arrive at a sum-
of-the-parts value of Rs335/share: Rs16 for Zydus Altana and Rs319/share for 
the rest of the business. 

Risks 
We rate Cadila Healthcare Low Risk according to our quantitative risk-rating 
system. The main downside risks to our target price include: 1) If generic 
competition in pantoprazole comes in before the scheduled patent expiry in 
2010, it would severely hit our estimates; 2) We have estimated Cadila's French 
business to break even in CY07 (FY08E); any delay would put our estimates at 
risk; 3) Greater-than-anticipated price erosion / competition in the US; and 4) 
Break-up of any of its alliances. The main upside risks to our target price 
include: 1) Cadila may be able to bag sizable contract manufacturing deals; 2) 
We have factored in only US$15m revenues from the Mayne Pharma JV in 
FY09E; actual revenues could come in higher; and 3) Any value accretive 
acquisition by the company in Europe. 

Sun Pharmaceuticals (SUN.BO - Rs1,007.90; 2L) 
Valuation 
Our target price of Rs1,150 is based on a sum-of-the-parts approach. We 
continue to value Sun's base business using a P/E vs. earnings CAGR approach 
and ascribe an option value for its patent challenge pipeline. We value Sun's 
base business at 20x FY09E earnings. With a steadily growing profit line, we 
believe P/E is the best method to value Sun Pharma. We value frontline pharma 
stocks at a premium of around 40% to the broad market, due to the intellectual 
property built into the business models, faster growth as well as the potential to 
deliver positive earnings surprises. This works out to a multiple of 20x that we 
use for Sun Pharma as well as its peers such as Dr Reddy's and Cipla. Our 
estimates do not incorporate the Taro acquisition. However, we believe that it 
would be dilutive in the short term, i.e. FY08E, before being earnings neutral or 
mildly accretive in FY09E. As such, we believe that it is relevant to value Sun 
based on FY09E estimates as the earnings dilution phase is transient, and 
should not affect fair value. At 20x FY09E earnings, we arrive at a value of 
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Rs1,136 for the base business. We also ascribe an option value of Rs14 to 
Sun's patent challenge pipeline, using a 15% success rate on the company's 
patent challenges that are in the public domain. 

Risks 
We rate Sun Pharma as Low Risk because of its steady growth and visible 
earnings stream. This is also consistent with our quantitative risk-rating system, 
which tracks 260-day historical share price volatility. The key downside risks to 
our target price are: (1) Price deterioration in any of its key markets; (2) Inability 
to effectively integrate the Taro acquisition and exploit synergies could keep 
earnings depressed for longer than we have anticipated; (3) A stronger IPR law 
in India could lead to a gradual slowdown in growth rates for the Indian market. 
Upside risks to our target price include a faster-than-expected integration of the 
Taro acquisition and a win in any patent challenge. 
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this research report accurately reflect our personal views about any and all of the subject issuer(s) or securities. We also certify that no 
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Citigroup Global Markets Inc. or an affiliate received compensation for products and services other than investment banking services from Cadila Healthcare and Sun 
Pharmaceuticals in the past 12 months. 

Citigroup Global Markets Inc. currently has, or had within the past 12 months, the following company(ies) as investment banking client(s): Cadila Healthcare and Sun 
Pharmaceuticals. 

Citigroup Global Markets Inc. currently has, or had within the past 12 months, the following company(ies) as clients, and the services provided were 
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non-investment-banking, non-securities-related: Cadila Healthcare and Sun Pharmaceuticals. 

Analysts' compensation is determined based upon activities and services intended to benefit the investor clients of Citigroup Global Markets Inc. and its affiliates ("the 
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www.citigroupgeo.com. Private Client Division clients should refer to www.smithbarney.com/research.  Valuation and Risk assessments can be found in the text of the most 
recent research note/report regarding the subject company.  Historical disclosures (for up to the past three years) will be provided upon request. 

Citigroup Investment Research Ratings Distribution    
Data current as of 19 July 2007 Buy Hold Sell
Citigroup Investment Research Global Fundamental Coverage (3320) 47% 39% 14%

% of companies in each rating category that are investment banking clients 71% 70% 70%
India -- Asia Pacific (144) 64% 11% 25%

% of companies in each rating category that are investment banking clients 89% 94% 83%
Guide to Fundamental Research Investment Ratings: 
Citigroup Investment Research's stock recommendations include a risk rating and an investment rating. 
Risk ratings, which take into account both price volatility and fundamental criteria, are: Low (L), Medium (M), High (H), and Speculative (S). 
Investment ratings are a function of Citigroup Investment Research's expectation of total return (forecast price appreciation and dividend yield within the next 12 months) 
and risk rating. 
For securities in emerging markets (Asia Pacific, Emerging Europe/Middle East/Africa, and Latin America), investment ratings are: Buy (1) (expected total return of 15% or 
more for Low-Risk stocks, 20% or more for Medium-Risk stocks, 30% or more for High-Risk stocks, and 40% or more for Speculative stocks); Hold (2) (5%-15% for 
Low-Risk stocks, 10%-20% for Medium-Risk stocks, 15%-30% for High-Risk stocks, and 20%-40% for Speculative stocks); and Sell (3) (5% or less for Low-Risk stocks, 
10% or less for Medium-Risk stocks, 15% or less for High-Risk stocks, and 20% or less for Speculative stocks). 
Investment ratings are determined by the ranges described above at the time of initiation of coverage, a change in investment and/or risk rating, or a change in target 
price (subject to limited management discretion). At other times, the expected total returns may fall outside of these ranges because of market price movements and/or 
other short-term volatility or trading patterns. Such interim deviations from specified ranges will be permitted but will become subject to review by Research Management. 
Your decision to buy or sell a security should be based upon your personal investment objectives and should be made only after evaluating the stock's expected 
performance and risk. 
 

Guide to Corporate Bond Research Credit Opinions and Investment Ratings: 

Citigroup Investment Research's corporate bond research issuer publications include a fundamental credit opinion of Improving, Stable or Deteriorating and a 
complementary risk rating of Low (L), Medium (M), High (H) or Speculative (S) regarding the credit risk of the company featured in the report.  The fundamental credit 
opinion reflects the CIR analyst's opinion of the direction of credit fundamentals of the issuer without respect to securities market vagaries.  The fundamental credit 
opinion is not geared to, but should be viewed in the context of debt ratings issued by major public debt ratings companies such as Moody's Investors Service, Standard 
and Poor's, and Fitch Ratings.  CBR risk ratings are approximately equivalent to the following matrix: Low Risk    Triple A to Low Double A; Low to Medium Risk    High Single 
A through High Triple B; Medium to High Risk    Mid Triple B through High Double B; High to Speculative Risk    Mid Double B and Below.  The risk rating element illustrates 
the analyst's opinion of the relative likelihood of loss of principal when a fixed income security issued by a company is held to maturity, based upon both fundamental and 
market risk factors. Certain reports published by Citigroup Investment Research will also include investment ratings on specific issues of companies under coverage which 
have been assigned fundamental credit opinions and risk ratings. Investment ratings are a function of Citigroup Investment Research's expectations for total return, 
relative return (to publicly available Citigroup bond indices performance), and risk rating. These investment ratings are: Buy/Overweight    the bond is expected to 
outperform the relevant Citigroup bond market sector index (Broad Investment Grade, High Yield Market or Emerging Market), performances of which are updated monthly 
and can be viewed at http://sd.ny.ssmb.com/ using the "Indexes" tab; Hold/Neutral Weight    the bond is expected to perform in line with the relevant Citigroup bond market 
sector index; or Sell/Underweight    the bond is expected to underperform the relevant sector of the Citigroup indexes. 

OTHER DISCLOSURES 
For securities recommended in the Product in which the Firm is not a market maker, the Firm is a liquidity provider in the issuers' financial instruments and may act as 
principal in connection with such transactions. The Firm is a regular issuer of traded financial instruments linked to securities that may have been recommended in the 
Product. The Firm regularly trades in the securities of the subject company(ies) discussed in the Product. The Firm may engage in securities transactions in a manner 
inconsistent with the Product and, with respect to securities covered by the Product, will buy or sell from customers on a principal basis. 

Securities recommended, offered, or sold by the Firm: (i) are not insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation; (ii) are not deposits or other obligations of any 
insured depository institution (including Citibank); and (iii) are subject to investment risks, including the possible loss of the principal amount invested. Although 
information has been obtained from and is based upon sources that the Firm believes to be reliable, we do not guarantee its accuracy and it may be incomplete and 
condensed. Note, however, that the Firm has taken all reasonable steps to determine the accuracy and completeness of the disclosures made in the Important Disclosures 
section of the Product. The Firm's research department has received assistance from the subject company(ies) referred to in this Product including, but not limited to, 
discussions with management of the subject company(ies). Firm policy prohibits research analysts from sending draft research to subject companies.  However, it should 
be presumed that the author of the Product has had discussions with the subject company to ensure factual accuracy prior to publication.  All opinions, projections and 
estimates constitute the judgment of the author as of the date of the Product and these, plus any other information contained in the Product, are subject to change without 
notice. Prices and availability of financial instruments also are subject to change without notice.  Notwithstanding other departments within the Firm advising the 
companies discussed in this Product, information obtained in such role is not used in the preparation of the Product.  Although Citigroup Investment Research does not set 
a predetermined frequency for publication, if the Product is a fundamental research report, it is the intention of Citigroup Investment Research to provide research coverage 
of the/those issuer(s) mentioned therein, including in response to news affecting this issuer, subject to applicable quiet periods and capacity constraints. The Product is for 
informational purposes only and is not intended as an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of a security. Any decision to purchase securities mentioned in the 
Product must take into account existing public information on such security or any registered prospectus. 

Investing in non-U.S. securities, including ADRs, may entail certain risks. The securities of non-U.S. issuers may not be registered with, nor be subject to the reporting 
requirements of the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission. There may be limited information available on foreign securities. Foreign companies are generally not 
subject to uniform audit and reporting standards, practices and requirements comparable to those in the U.S. Securities of some foreign companies may be less liquid and 
their prices more volatile than securities of comparable U.S. companies. In addition, exchange rate movements may have an adverse effect on the value of an investment in 
a foreign stock and its corresponding dividend payment for U.S. investors. Net dividends to ADR investors are estimated, using withholding tax rates conventions, deemed 
accurate, but investors are urged to consult their tax advisor for exact dividend computations. Investors who have received the Product from the Firm may be prohibited in 
certain states or other jurisdictions from purchasing securities mentioned in the Product from the Firm. Please ask your Financial Consultant for additional details.  
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solely for your convenience and information and the content of the linked site does not in anyway form part of this document.  Accessing such website or following such link 
through the Product or the website of the Firm shall be at your own risk and the Firm shall have no liability arising out of, or in connection with, any such referenced 
website. 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION IS AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST 
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